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3INTRODUCTION
Free peritoneal tumor cells and peritoneal carcinomatosis
The tumor dissemination starts from the primary tumor and consists
of a multistep process. Firstly, individual or clusters of tumor cells
must detach from the primary tumor mass and gain access to the
peritoneal cavity.
The detachment could occur by several mechanisms and the most
frequent one in gastrointestinal cancers is spontaneous exfoliation of
tumor cells from cancers that have invaded the serosa. This process
4could be mediated by the down-regulation of intercellular adhesion
molecules on the tumor cell surface, for example E-cadherin.
Cadherins are transmembrane glycoproteins with an extracellular
part, a membrane-spanning domain and a cytoplasmatic tail. They
form a family with currently about 80 members, but information
related to peritoneal carcinomatosis is now restricted to the
subfamily of classical (or type I) cadherins. In epithelial tumors the
expression or the function of E-cadherin is downregulated, and this
has also been confirmed for colorectal, gastric and ovarian cancers
with peritoneal carcinomatosis. The presence of viable tumor cells in
the peritoneal cavity could also occur by iatrogenic or spontaneous
perforation of the primary cancer or from transacted lymphatics and
blood vessels during the course of surgical resection. Once the cancer
cells are seeded in the peritoneal cavity they spread to different
anatomical regions of the abdomen governed by 3 basic forces:
gravity, peristaltic movement of the gastrointestinal tract, and
negative pressure exerted by diaphragm muscle movements. The
successive localization of intraperitoneal dissemination depends on
the biology not only of free cancer cells and but also of the tissue that
will harbor the metastatic implantation. The process takes place
5through 2 routes denominated transmesothelial and translymphatic
metastasis. According to the first mechanism the free cancer cells
directly attach on distant mesothelium and this process is mediated
by adhesion molecules such as CD44, lymphocyte homing molecules,
members of integrin superfamily, the selectins and a variety of other
leukocyte associated adhesion molecules.
In the successive step, the production of cytokines (interleukins, EGF,
HGF, VEGF-C) induces the contraction of mesothelial cells exposing
the submesothelial basement membrane. Yonemura et al
investigated this phenomena using an animal model and a gastric cell
6line, MKN-45-P. Intraperitoneal inoculation of MKN-45-P resulted in
mesothelial contraction and eventual exfoliation. However, Jayne et
al postulated another mechanism underlying tumor-mesothelial
invasion. They used a three dimensional in vitro model of the human
peritoneum, and found that colorectal cancer cell lines adhered
rapidly to the outer mesothelial monolayer. Closer inspection of
points of mesothelial invasion was frequently accompanied by
changes in mesothelial cell morphology suggestive of apoptosis,
confirmed by DNA fragmentation assays and immunohistochemistry.
After attaching to the peritoneum and penetrating the mesothelial
barrier, the tumor cells adhere to the submesothelial connective
tissue through the interaction of integrins. These molecules are
receptors for components of the basement membrane of cancer
cells. Kawamura et al studied the expression of various metastasis
related genes (integrins subunits, motility factors, proteases, growth
factors) between 2 gastric cancer cell lines: MKN-45 and MKN-45-P.
The latter was characterized by its high peritoneal metastatic
potential. Integrin α2 and α3 subunits were significantly elevated in
MKN-45-P compared to MKN-45. These α integrins dimerize with β1-
subunits to form adhesion molecules for various basement
7membrane proteins, including fibronectin, laminin, and collagen IV,
which are secreted by human mesothelium. The invasion of
subperitoneal tissue requires the degradation of the peritoneal blood
barrier by motility factors and matrix proteinases. The matrix
metalloproteinases (MMPs) may play a central role in stromal
invasion. Yonemura et al studied the role of MMP-7 in a mouse
model of peritoneal carcinomatosis. Specific antisense
oligonucleotides inhibited the expression of MMP-7 by the highly
metastatic gastric cell line MKN-45P, and suppressed invasion
without modifying cell proliferation. Moreover, the survival of MKN-
45-P bearing mice, which had been pre-treated with antisense
oligonucleotides, was significantly better than control mice. Other
potential mediators of stromal degradation are the urokinase
plasminogen activating system and the protease inhibitor Bikunin
(bik). Subsequently to invasion of the subperitoneal space in the
vicinity of capillaries, the cancer cells trigger their proliferation
through autocrine and paracrine loops by production of growth
factors from cancer cells or stromal cells. Davies et al showed that
epidermal growth factor (EGF) enhanced the invasive potential of
mammary carcinoma cells when injected into the peritoneal cavities
8of rats and that this growth promoting effect was due to the
production of EGF by the peritoneal host tissue. The next step in the
peritoneal dissemination process is the neoangiogenesis in the
subperitoneal space which is mediated by the production of VEGF-A
and VEGF-C. Besides the transmesothelial route, peritoneal cancer
dissemination could occur by another mechanism denominated the
translymphatic process. According to this theory the peritoneal free
cancer cells gain access to the subperitoneal lymphatic spaces
through lymphatic stomata. Anatomical regions in the peritoneal
cavity with a high density of lymphatic stomata are the greater
omentum, appendices epiploicae of the colon, inferior surface of the
diaphragm, falciform ligament, Douglas pouch and small bowel
mesentery. These locations are characterized by the presence of
another lymphatic structure which is involved in the translymphatic
peritoneal dissemination of free cancer cells, namely the milky spots.
Milky spots are very small structures, in contact with the peritoneal
membrane, devoid of capsule and consisting of macrophages,
lymphocytes and a few plasma cells supported by blood and
lymphatic vessels. The exact role of these particular organs is still not
clear, but they are similar to lymphatic structures and it is clear that
9they play a role in peritoneal cancer dissemination. Lymphatic
stomata are found in the milky spots and peritoneal macrophages
mobilize into the peritoneal cavity through the lymphatic orifices. The
peritoneum layering the Douglas pouch, for example, is rich in
subperitoneal lymphatic vessels and milky spots. The intraperitoneal
fluid containing free cancer cells, once reaching the pelvic
subperitoneal lymphatics, goes toward the rectum and finally flows
into the lymph nodes around the iliac artery. On the other hand the
peritoneum covering the liver, and the serosal surface of small bowel
and spleen are devoid of lymphatic stomata as well as milky spots
and thus are involved in peritoneal dissemination of cancer cells only
in the late stage of peritoneal carcinomatosis. While the mechanism
of peritoneal dissemination in pseudomyxoma peritonei is
characterized by the translymphatic process, the dissemination of
gastric and colon cancer is characterized by both translymphatic and
transmesothelial processes. Pseudomyxoma peritonei is
characterized by the accumulation of abundant gelatinous mucin
within the peritoneal cavity and diffuse mucinous implants on the
peritoneal surface and omentum. The major component of the
lesions is mucinous material while neoplastic epithelial cells are
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extremely scanty. In the past there was a lack of consensus about the
site of origin of this clinical condition, especially in female patients.
There were 3 main hypotheses: (1) metastasis from the ovary to the
appendix; (2) metastasis from the appendix to the ovary, or (3) an
independent origin of the tumor. In exceptionally rare cases other
sites have been reported to be the primary sites, such as the colon,
common bile duct, pancreas and breast. There is a growing body of
evidence, based on morphological, immunohistochemical and genetic
studies, suggesting that the primary site of origin is the appendix in
majority of the cases. The most popular model explaining tumor
progression advocates that an initial neoplastic process (such as a
mucinous adenoma) produces mucin continuously inside the
appendiceal lumen, leading to obstruction and distension of this
structure. The appendix suffers rupture and the mucin material
disseminates inside the peritoneal cavity guided by 3 mechanical
forces: gravity, hydrostatic pressure exerted by respiratory
movements of the diaphragmatic muscle and peristaltic movements
of the bowel. The accumulation and deposition of the neoplastic
material inside the peritoneal cavity at different locations will be
conditioned by the translymphatic model of tumor dissemination, as
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mentioned above. The biological course is indolent and progressive
and leads the patient to death as a consequence of intestinal
obstruction, unless adequately treated. CDX-2 is the product of the
caudal-type homeobox gene, which encodes a transcription factor
that plays a role as a regulatory protein in proliferation and
differentiation of intestinal epithelial cells. CDX-2 expression is
uniformly found in almost all cases of colorectal and duodenal
adenocarcinomas and appendiceal adenocarcinoma, whereas
expression is heterogeneous in adenocarcinomas of gastric, gastro-
oesophageal and pancreatobiliary origin. Nonaka et al reported in a
series of 42 case of pseudomyxoma peritonei that all cases of
peritoneal lesions, showed diffuse and strong immunoreactivity for
CDX-2 in a uniform nuclear staining pattern. In a successive
evaluation of this marker in the same series of patients, it was shown
that immunoexpression was significantly correlated with overall
survival by univariate analysis. Mucins are high-molecular-weight
glycoproteins, present at the interface between many epithelial and
extracellular environments and synthesized by a broad range of
epithelial tissues. Genes coding for the protein components of mucin
are designated as MUCs. Currently 14 mucin-type glycoproteins have
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been assigned to the MUC gene family. Mucins are subdivided into
membraneassociated and secreted forms, the former represented by
MUC-1 and the latter represented by MUC-2 and MUC- 5AC. MUC-2
is specifically expressed in goblet cells of the small bowel and colon,
while MUC-5AC is generally expressed in the stomach and respiratory
tracts. The vast majority of mucinous epithelial neoplasms of the
appendix coexpress both MUC-2 and MUC-5AC, while mucinous
neoplasms of the ovary express only MUC-5AC but not MUC-2.
Interestingly, cases of classic pseudomyxoma peritonei show the
intestinal⁄appendiceal pattern (MUC-2+ and MUC-5AC+), as do
appendiceal mucinous neoplasms, whereas cases of peritoneal
implants or pseudomyxoma ovarii associated with primary ovarian
mucinous neoplasms show the ovarian pattern (MUC-2- and MUC-
5AC+), just as ovarian mucinous neoplasms do. These findings
support the notion that pseudomyxoma peritonei is a disease
resulting from the accumulation of extracellular secretory-type
mucin, particularly related to MUC-2 overexpression by neoplastic
cells, thereby rendering MUC-2 expression a potential molecular
target to inhibit the progression of the disease.
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Peritoneal carcinomatosis from gastric cancer
In the United States 20 to 30% of patients with gastric cancer being
explored for potentially curative resection will be found to have
peritoneal seeding at the time of surgical exploration. Current
standard treatment is systemic chemotherapy which may delay onset
of symptoms but is not curative. The median survival of these
patients is 5 months with virtually no long-term survivors. Yoo and
colleagues reviewed 2328 patients with gastric cancer who
underwent curative resection with at least 5-years follow-up.
Documented evidence of relapse of the disease was found in 508
patients. Isolated peritoneal recurrence was noted in 34% of patients
who relapsed. Hematogenous recurrence occurred in 26% and local-
regional persistence of the tumor was seen in 19%. Two or more sites
of recurrence were documented in the remaining patients. Serosal
invasion and lymph node metastasis were risk factors of relapse in all
patterns of recurrence. This high incidence of peritoneal
carcinomatosis following curative resections is shared by others, with
an average incidence between 20% and 50%. These data show that in
an impressive number of patients the recurrence is isolated within
the peritoneal cavity. It also suggests that if an effective treatment
14
could be targeted toward peritoneal dissemination, at least a third of
the patients with advanced gastric cancer could experience a better
outcome. Systemic chemotherapy for gastric patients presenting with
peritoneal seeding at the time of abdominal exploration or as a
manifestation of disease recurrence after a curative surgery is
uniformly disappointing. Preusser and colleagues published a
response rate for advanced gastric cancer of 50%; nevertheless
patients with peritoneal dissemination obtained the worst response.
Ajani and colleagues, treated patients prior to gastrectomy. At
exploration, peritoneal carcinomatosis was the most common cause
of failure of intensive neoadjuvant chemotherapeutic treatment.
Also, radiation showed limited results in this situation and is
expected to cause significant morbidity when applied to such a large
field.
Peritoneal carcinomatosis from colorectal cancer
Despite advances for early diagnosis of colorectal cancer, peritoneal
carcinomatosis persists as a major problem. Peritoneal implants are
present in 10% of patients with colorectal cancer at the time of
diagnosis and are the second cause of death after liver metastasis. In
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contrast to the other two main sites of colorectal cancer metastasis,
liver and lymph nodes, peritoneal seeding is considered a condition
uniformly lethal with no perspective of cure. From a database of
3019 colorectal cancer patients, Jayne and colleagues identified 349
patients with peritoneal carcinomatosis. The median survival of this
group was 7 months. Unfortunately this recent data showed no
improvement in the survival of these patients if compared with the
first study of the natural history of peritoneal carcinomatosis
published 13 years before by Chu et al. Also, a European multicenter
trial (EVOCAPE 1) evaluated prospectively 118 patients with
peritoneal carcinomatosis arising from colorectal cancer. The mean
survival of those patients was 6.9 months.
Peritoneal wash cytology
In the majority of reports the peritoneal washing is performed
immediately after the laparotomy in the absence of ascites, once
achieved a complete hemostasis before the incision into the
peritoneum to prevent contamination from leukocytes. One hundred
mL of physiologic saline at 37°C is injected into the Douglas cavity, as
16
recommended by the second edition of the Japanese Classification of
Gastric Carcinoma, and after gentle stirring the fluid is aspirated.
All samples are immediately centrifuged (1500 rpm for 10 min) and
the precipitates are smeared. The precipitates are promptly fixed
with 95% alcohol for Papanicolaou staining, fixed with 100% ethanol
for periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) staining, and dried with a drier for May-
Giemsa staining. The fixed samples are stained by the staining
procedures corresponding to the different fixation methods. The
slides are examined by light microscopy by experienced
cytopathologists.
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The result of the cytological examination include 3 different
outcomes: CY0, benign/indeterminate cells on peritoneal cytology;
CY1, cancer cells on peritoneal cytology; CYX, peritoneal cytology not
performed. The CY0 group in cytological diagnosis comprise
“suspicious of malignancy”. Conventional cytological examination is
often criticized for its relatively low sensitivity. The overall positive
cytology rate depends on the cohort of patients being studied,
ranging from 14% to 70%. Bando demonstrated a positive cytology
rate of 24%. This series of 1 297 patients included cases with
advanced gastric cancer (296 patients with peritoneal metastasis and
77 patients with T4 tumors). Ribeiro reported a positive cytology rate
of 41% incidence in a series of 49 patients with both localized and
metastatic gastric cancer. Literature reports demonstrated that
cytology is strictly related to the extent of the tumor, and with the
involvement locoregional lymph-nodes, according with the theory
Papanicolaou Stain
(400X)
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that cancer cells can directly exfoliate and desquamated from
serosa into the peritoneum adjacent to the tumour, or alternatively,
seed into the peritoneal space through mesenteric lymphatics
through so-called “gaps” in association with milky spots. When only
potentially curative resections are included, in fact, the rate of FPTC
varies from 4.4-11%, and ranges from 22-30% in gastric carcinoma
involving the serosa. The Dutch Gastric Cancer Trial demonstrated
positive cytology in only 7.1% of all patients with gastric cancer and in
12% of those with serosal invasion. These results indicate that the
conventional cytological examination lacks sensitivity for the
detection of residual cancer cells and prediction of peritoneal spread,
as evident from the fact that several intraperitoneal recurrences can
be observed among patients with negative cytology results and that
patients with macroscopically evident peritoneal metastasis can
show negative cytology results. Wang et al. showed that only 67% of
patients (8/12) with macroscopically evident peritoneal metastasis
showed a positive peritoneal cytology. In order to improve sensitivity
of conventional cytology Homma et al. performed peritoneal wash
cytology in four different cavities: the left subphrenic cavity, right
subhepatic cavity, Douglas’ pouch, and inside the omental bursa,
19
differently form the Japanese Classification of Gastric Cancer
recommendation to perform peritoneal wash cytology only in
Douglas’ pouch. They found that peritoneal wash cytology in
multiple cavities allows to increase sensitivity of cytology, showing
that eleven (17.7%) patients who had negative peritoneal wash
cytology in Douglas’ pouch, were positive in the other cavities.
Ribeiro, in order to improve sensibility and sensitivity of peritoneal
wash cytology, demonstrated also that the number and the
arrangement of FPTC are an important parameter of cytological
evaluation. In fact, the survival rate appears to change if FPTC are,
clustered, isolated, or clustered-plus-isolated type. The reliability of
morphologic diagnosis in cytology is limited, and the differential
diagnosis between benign reactive mesothelial cells and well-
differentiated carcinoma cells is often difficult. Therefore, a more
sensitive method for detecting free cancer cells in the peritoneal
cavity is needed. In fact, the peritoneal wash cytology has a
sensitivity of 90% to 96.7% and nearly 100% specificity in the
diagnosis of FPTC. False-positive peritoneal lavage cytology has been
recognized by some authors, with a rate of 4.5% to 5%, probably
secondary to reactive mesothelial cells.
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Other  techniques
In order to diminish the false-positive and -negative rates, several
authors have used immunocytochemistry and molecular biology
techniques, including reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain
reaction for carcinoembryonic antigen messenger RNA. Some groups
have used immunocytochemical analysis to detect cancer cells in
peritoneal lavage. This technique consists in using a panel of different
monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs), (B72.3, AR3, BD5, HEA 125, and
monoclonal CEA clone 11-7) directed to gastric cancer-associated
antigens. MoAbs allow to improve the detection rate of FPTC in
peritoneal washing in a percentage comprises between 5% and 15%
compared to standard cytology. Nevertheless, the antigens utilized as
marker of FPTC at the immunocytology are not cancer specific, and
they can be expressed and produced also by non-tumoral cell during
inflammatory response (frequently reactive mesothelial cells).
Therefore, in order to avoid false positive results of FPTC,
immunocytochemical results should be compared to cytological
features of malignancy, or utilized as a confirmation of a suspicious
feature at the standard cytology. In a recent study we showed the
results of PWC in patients underwent gastric resection for gastric
21
carcinoma, demonstrating that the use of immunocytology was
limited to dubious or suspicious glass slides. The dosage of
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) levels in peritoneal washings was
proposed to detect microscopic residual tumor in 1989 by Asao et al.
who later found that the 2-year survival rates after curative
operation for the patients with and without elevation of CEA levels
were 21% (19 patients) and 100% (66 patients), respectively
(P<0.001). Subsequently other authors investigated other tumor
markers: in 1999 Bold et al. showed how elevated peritoneal levels of
cancer antigen 125 (CA 125) in the peritoneal washing significantly
predicted peritoneal recurrence in patients who underwent curative
gastrectomy, but that was not valid for peritoneal levels of CEA .
Some other papers followed during the next years most of them
showing how peritoneal CEA was more sensitive (positivity rate
~40%) than cytology and that high levels of CEA were related to a
greater extension of the disease, to a higher risk of peritoneal
carcinomatosis and to a worse prognosis. All these studies used
several different methods for assessing the tumor markers dosage in
the peritoneal fluid and used even very different cut-off values. The
peritoneal dosage of tumor markers was soon abandoned by
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researchers in favour of the more reliable and more standardized
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction technique. The high
sensitivity of reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) techniques was already found to allow diagnosis of
micrometastases based on tissue-specific mRNA expression in tumor
cells in peripheral blood, bone marrow and lymph nodes. In 1997 a
Japanese group first proposed the use of RT-PCR for the detection of
free peritoneal tumor cells from perioperative peritoneal washings
from patients affected with gastric cancer. Briefly in this technique
peritoneal lavage samples are centrifuged and the cell pellets are
subjected to RNA isolation and amplification. CEA mRNA was firstly
used for RT-PCR based molecular detection of peritoneal free tumor
cells; later other Authors reported about some gastric cancer cells
that do not express CEA mRNA and additional markers were
introduced such as cytokeratins, trypsinogen, telomerase, matrix
metalloproteinase-7 (MMP-7), dopa decarboxylase, L-3 phophoserine
phosphatise. In all studies a greater sensitivity of RT-PCR was
reported in comparison with cytology, the global positivity rate
ranged between 40% and 70%, being for patients with T1, T2, T3 and
T4 stage disease respectively about 10%, 30%, 65% and 90%. Most of
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the studies reported how the positive RT-PCR test was significantly
and independently related to an increased risk for peritoneal
carcinomatosis and to a worse survival. In the largest series reported
in literature all patients who presented peritoneal carcinomatosis
during the follow up period were positive at time of surgery for RT-
PCR on peritoneal washes and omentum while only about 30% of
them were positive also for conventional cytology. Some criticism
have been moved to this technique, in fact some Authors believe that
the expression of some genes used for the identification of tumor
cells may be present in inflammatory cells as well, resulting RT-PCR in
a high sensitivity and low specificity test. Molecular diagnostic
technique has been used also for the prediction of the effects of
chemotherapy: in one study the prognosis of patients who showed a
change in the result of RT-PCR on the peritoneal washing from
positive to negative was significantly improved compared to those
who remained positive after chemotherapy. Some problems about
the optimization of these techniques still have to be debated for
example the possibility of high rate of false positive diagnosis at RT-
PCR. This can be due to an illegitimate expression of marker genes in
noncancerous cells or to a (too) high sensitivity of the technique that
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can even discover markers mRNA from a very small, clinically
insignificant, number of cells. Nevertheless in some Japanese
Institutions RT-PCR is already used in the clinical practice: patients
with negative cytology and positive RT-PCR at preoperative staging
laparoscopy are treated with a short-term intraperitoneal
chemotherapy. Molecular diagnostic techniques are, however, time-
consuming, relatively laborious and more expensive compared with
conventional cytodiagnostic methods; there are actually many
different methods of molecular diagnosis among institutions, and this
causes delay in his routine clinical application. Since 2006, the
Japanese Government included the molecular biology assay diagnosis
of body fluids in the public health insurance program for patients
with solid tumors, facilitating the introduction into clinical practice of
genetic diagnostic techniques for peritoneal lavage from patients
with gastric cancer, but, at present, only University hospitals and
large cancer centers use this techniques.
Aim of the study
In the attempt to further demonstrate the diagnostic/prognostic
value of the detection of epithelial-tumor markers in the peritoneal
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washes and to rule out the possibility of false positive results using
molecular-based techniques alone, in this study we combined the
qRT-PCR analysis with an immunomagnetic enrichment followed by
immunofluorescence (IF) analysis, for enhancing the specificity of
detection of the free peritoneal tumor cells (FPTCs). To this aim, the
peritoneal washes were directed to a procedure commonly used for
detection of circulating tumor cells CTC from blood samples (20). To
detect the disseminated epithelial cells, we used monoclonal
antibody against the pan-epithelial marker EpCAM/CD326 and to
ascertain their tumor origin we used polyclonal antibodies against
the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). In this setting, IF microscopy
allowed the morphological assessment and unequivocal identification
of the FPTCs as well as validation of the molecular analysis. This
combined use of immunomagnetic enrichment, IF analysis and real-
time qRT-PCR, showing a greater sensibility respect to conventional
cytology, was able to permit the detection of free peritoneal tumor
cells in both gastric and colorectal cancer and to determine their
prognostic value for survival.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
Patients and Surgery
All patients were extensively informed and gave written consent for
the investigations. The study was approved by the local ethical
commission. Twenty-seven gastric and 48 colorectal patients with
cancer who underwent surgery between December 2008 and
December 2009 at the A Unit of Surgery of Sant’Andrea Hospital
were investigated. Patients with distal extraperitoneal rectum cancer
were excluded from the study. Preoperative chemotherapy or
radiation therapy was not performed in this series.
Gastric cancer patients (GC) underwent subtotal gastrectomy in 15
cases, total gastrectomy in 8 cases and palliative surgery in 4 cases.
Colorectal cancer patients (CRC) underwent right colectomy in 23
cases, left colectomy in 10 cases, anterior resection in 14 cases and
palliative surgery in 1 case. All patients underwent open surgery. A
control group comprised 6 patients with a variety of non-carcinoma
diseases: benign uterus tumor, cholecystolithiasis and colic adenoma.
Follow-up data were obtained for a median observation time of 17
months (range 1-27 months).
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Samples
Immediately after a midline abdominal incision had been made and
before manipulation of the tumor, peritoneal washing was
performed. Intraoperatively, 250 mL of saline were instilled into the
abdominal cavity over the tumor site and at least 150 mL were
reaspirated. Twenty mL were sent for cytological examination which
was performed after Papanicolaou and Giemsa stainings. The slides
were examined by light microscopy by experienced cytologists
unaware of the clinical findings. Patients with suspicious
morphological evidence of malignancy by microscopy were included
in the positive cytology group.
RNA extraction and cDNA synthesis
Each peritoneal wash sample was centrifuged at 1200 rpm for 10’
and total RNA was extracted using the TRIzol method (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) according to the manufacture’s procedure. Briefly
cells were homogenized in 1 mL TRIzol reagent and RNA was
extracted by incubation and centrifugation in 0,2 mL CHCl3. RNA was
precipitated from aqueous phase by 0,5 mL of isopropanol. RNA
pellet was washed in 75% ethanol and eluted with 0,1%
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diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water. Total RNA quantity,
purity and absence of ribonuclease digestion were assessed by
measuring the optical density ratio 260/280 nm. Total RNA samples
were stored at -80°C. After denaturation in DEPC-treated water at
70°C for 10 min, 1 µg of total RNA was used to cDNA synthesis using
cDNA synthesis mix (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA).
Real-time PCR primer design
Gene sequences were obtained from the NCBI database.
Oligonucleotide primers for CEA and CK20 target genes and GAPDH
housekeeping gene were chosen with the assistance of the Beacon
Designer 7.0 computer program (Bio-Rad Laboratories). The primers
sequences used throughout this study are described in the Table 1.
For each primer pair, we performed no-template control and no-
reverse-transcriptase control (RT negative) assays, which produced
negligible signals (usually >45 in threshold cycle (Ct) value),
suggesting that primer dimer formation and genomic DNA
contamination effects were negligible. Oligonucleotide primers were
purchased from Invitrogen.
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Table 1. Primers sequence and amplification efficiency.
Name Primer Forward Primer Reverse Eff.%
GAPDH 5’CATCAGCAATGCCTCCTGCAC3’ 5’GTCATGAGTCCTTCCACGATACCAA3’ 99.7
CEA 5’AGGACAGAGCAGACAGCAGAG3’ 5’GGTTCCAGAAGGTTAGAAGTGAGG3’ 94.4
CK20 5’TGCTACTTACCGCCGCCTTC3’ 5’CCTTGCCATCCACTACTTCTTGC3’ 103
PCR amplification
Real-time PCR was performed using the iCycler Real-Time Detection
System (iQ5 Bio-Rad) with optimized PCR conditions. The reaction
was carried out in a 96-well plate using iQ SYBER Green Supermix 2X
(Bio-Rad) adding each forward and reverse primers and 1 µl of
diluted template cDNA to a final reaction volume of 15 µl. All assays
included a negative control and were replicated three times. The
relative expression of GAPDH was used for standardizing the
reaction. The thermal cycling conditions comprised an initial
denaturation step at 95°C for 3 minutes, followed by 45 cycles at
95°C for 10 seconds and 60°C for 30 seconds.
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Data analyses
Real-time quantitation was performed by using SYBR Green dye as
fluorescent signal, with the help of the iCycler IQ optical system
software version 3.0a (Bio-Rad), according to the manufacturer’s
manual. Quantitative values are obtained from the Ct number at
which, the increase in signal associated with exponential growth of
PCR products, starts to be detected. Target genes (CEA, CK20)
amplification was compared with simultaneous amplification of an
endogenous reference gene (GAPDH) and each sample was
normalized on the basis of its GAPDH content. The target genes CEA
and CK20 were tested for expression in tenfold serial dilutions (106-
100) of cancer cell lines from colon (HT29, Caco2) and gastric (AGS)
carcinoma. Normal human fibroblast cell line from colon (CCD18) and
primary culture of human fibroblasts from skin were used as negative
controls. For data analysis, receiver-operating characteristic (ROC)
curves were used to compare the accuracies of CEA/GAPDH,
CK20/GAPDH ratio and determine the cut off value by plotting
sensitivity/specificity pairs for the two mRNA ratio. The clinical value
of CEA and CK20 detection was assessed based on the diagnostic data
from patients with positive cytology made at laparoscopy and from
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patients of the control group. The cut off value for CEA and CK20 was
defined as 0.66 (gene target/GAPDH ratio). The sensitivity and
specificity obtained at the determined cut off were 77% and 100%
respectively for the CEA/GAPDH ratio and 100% and 93% for the
CK20/GAPDH ratio.
Immunomagnetic enrichment for epithelial cells.
From each patient, 40 mL of peritoneal wash were collected in EDTA
(50 µm). Samples were centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 6 min at 25°C and
resuspended for magnetic labeling in 80 µL of MACS® separation
buffer (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany).
Immunomagnetic depletion using anti-CD45 microbeads (Miltenyi
Biotec) was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions
to enrich for FPTCs (Figure 1A). Briefly, MS separation columns
(MACS®, Miltenyi Biotec) had been equilibrated with 0,5 mL of
MACS® separation buffer and the microbeads labeled cells were
subjected to magnetic field trough the column passage. The CD45
negative cells were washed off from the column with 1,5 mL of
MACS® separation buffer (Figure 1B) and centrifuged at 1300 rpm for
6 min at 25°C.
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Immunofluorescence
CD45 negative cells were incubated with anti-CD326/EpCAM-FITC
monoclonal Ab (1:10 in MACS® separation buffer) for 15 min at 4°C
(Figure 1C). Cells were then washed, centrifuged at 1300 rpm for 6
min at 25°C and the pellet was resuspended in 10 µL of cell solution
and spotted on 8 wells diagnostic slides (Menzel-Glaser,
Braunschweig, Germany), left to dry and fixed with acetone for 8 min
at -20°C. Cells were then incubated with anti-CEA polyclonal
antibodies (Zymed, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) (1:100 in MACS®
separation buffer) for 1 h at 25°C. After appropriate washing, the
primary antibodies were visualized using goat anti-rabbit IgG-Texas
Red (1:400 in MACS® separation buffer) for 30 min at 25°C. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI (1 ng/mL, Sigma Chemicals, St Louis, MO,
USA). Coverslips were finally mounted with mowiol for observation.
Cells were analyzed by conventional fluorescence or by scanning in a
series of 0.5 µm sequential optical sections with an ApoTome System
(Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) connected with an Axiovert 200
inverted microscope (Zeiss). Image analysis was performed by the
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Axiovision software (Zeiss). Single optical sections were acquired by a
CCD camera and image analysis was performed by the Axiovision
software (Zeiss).
Statistics
A cross-tabulation analysis of histopathological findings with qRT-PCR
analysis,  immunofluorescence evaluation and cytologic examination
was performed by the chi-square test for trend or Fisher’s exact test.
The analysis of cancer specific survival and time to recurrence rates
was calculated using the Kaplan-Meier method and compared using
the log-rank test. Cox proportional-hazards regression was
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performed to analyze the effect of all variables on survival and
recurrence times.
A p value of 0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
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RESULTS
The application of immunomagnetic enrichment for epithelial cells
and immunofluorescence analysis was performed in peritoneal
lavages obtained from patients affected by gastric or colorectal
cancers and this results were then associated and compared to the
conventional cytology and to the molecular qRT-PCR analysis for the
expression of CEA and CK20 mRNA. For the immunomagnetic
enrichment we used a consolidated method of immunodepletion of
the inflammatory CD45+ cells, which are the major cell population
present in the peritoneal washes. After depletion, the CD45-cells
washed out from the column were immunolabeled for the epithelial
marker CD326/EpCAM and for the tumor marker CEA: cells were then
evaluated by immunofluorescence microscopy to search for the
FPTCs (Figure 1A-C). In our analysis, only cells double positive for
EpCAM and CEA were considered as FPTCs. In addition, careful
observation of the cell nuclei stained by DAPI allowed to evaluate the
cell viability and to exclude apoptotic or necrotic cells from our
analysis (Fig 1D).
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Figure 1. A-C. Immunoenrichment and immunofluorescence methods to detect
free disseminated peritoneal tumor cells (see text). D. Images of EpCAM/CEA
positive FPTCs (yellow) surrounded by epithelial cells positive for EpCAM
(green) or IF double negative inflammatory or mesothelial cells.
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Gastric Carcinoma
Global positivity rate for cytology, IF and qRT-PCR was 15%, 15% and
78% respectively. Cytology was positive in only 4 patients with T4
tumours, which were also characterized by massive peritoneal
carcinomatosis. All these 4 patients were positive qRT-PCR markers
and three of them were positive to the IF too. Interestingly, one
patient with minor peritoneal carcinomatosis was negative at the
cytological examination, but positive at both IF and qRT-PCR analysis.
Table 2 shows the results for IF in gastric carcinoma patients.
Table 2. Correlation between immunofluorescence evaluation, cytologic
examination and histopathological findings in gastric carcinoma.
Factor All
patients
IF
negative
IF
positive
P value
No of patients 27 22
(85.2%)
4 (14.8%)
Age (years)
- mean ±  SD 69.7 ±
12.8
Gender
- Male
- Female
14
13
Histology
(differentiated/undifferentiated)
- G1
- G2
- G3
- G4
2
1
18
6
2
1
18
2
0
0
0
4
0.005*
Depth of invasion
- T1
- T2
- T3
- T4
6
5
8
8
6
5
8
4
0
0
0
4
0.01*
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Stage at primary diagnosis
- I
- II
- III
- IV
7
4
7
9
7
4
7
5
0
0
0
4
0.014*
Cytologic examination
- negative
- positive
23
4
23
1
0
3
0.0014^
The chi-square test for trend showed how the worse grading
(p=0.005), the deeper invasion of the gastric wall (p=0.01), the
advanced stage of disease (p=0.014) and positive cytology (p=0.0014)
are all related to the positivity at IF.
The molecular qRT-PCR method showed a remarkably higher
incidence of positivity: in fact, expression of the markers was over
the cut-off level in all T2 and T4 patients, in 3 out of 6 of the T1
patients and in 5 out of 8 of T3 patients. Moreover, as shown in
Figure 2, there was a clear higher positivity for CEA (70%) respect to
CK20 (41%). The combination of positivity for CEA and CK20 was
observed in 36% of patients.
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The positivity at qRT-PCR was not related to the depth of invasion,
stage of disease and to the IF  positivity but also associated to the
worse grading (p=0.008; table 3).
Figure 2. Expression levels of CEA and CK20 mRNA in control subjects and gastric
cancer patients. The cutoff values of CEA/GAPDH and CK20/GAPDH was 0.66.
The open circles show the alive patients. The gray closed circles show patients
who relapse. The black closed circles show patients who died by tumor-relates
causes.
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Table 3. Relationship between qRT-PCR analysis, immunofluorescence
evaluation and histopathological findings in gastric carcinoma.
Factor All
patients
qRT-PCR
negative
qRT-PCR
positive
P value
No of patients 27 6 (22.2%) 21
(77.8%)
Age (years)
- mean ±  SD 69.7 ±
12.3
Gender
- Male
- Female
14
13
Histology
(differentiated/undifferentiated)
- G1
- G2
- G3
- G4
2
1
18
6
2
0
4
0
0
1
14
6
0.008*
Depth of invasion
- T1
- T2
- T3
- T4
6
5
8
8
3
0
3
0
3
5
5
8
0.098*
Stage at primary diagnosis
- I
- II
- III
- IV
7
4
7
9
2
1
2
1
5
3
5
8
0.43*
Immunofluorescence evaluation
41
- negative
- positive
22
5
5
1
17
4
1^
The Kaplan-Meyer survival analysis showed how the positivity of IF
and qRT-PCR for FPTCs was a statistically significant negative
prognostic factor in both cancer specific overall survival  and disease
free survival rates (Figures 3-6).
Figure 3. Time to recurrence rates by IF positivity in gastric cancer
Figure 4. Time to recurrence rates by qRT PCR positivity in gastric cancer
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Figure 5. Cancer specific survival rates by IF positivity in gastric cancer
Figure 6. Cancer specific survival rates by qRT PCR positivity in gastric
cancer
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At the multivariate analysis (Table 4), the stage at primary diagnosis
was found to be an independent risk factor in overall survival only,
while qRT-PCR resulted to be an independent risk factor in both
overall and disease free survival with hazard ratio of 31.3 and 18.5
respectively (p<0.05). IF was found to be a statistically significant
prognostic factor at univariate analysis (Figures 3 and 5), but it lost its
prognostic power at multivariate analysis (Table 4).
Table 4. Correlation between immunofluorescence evaluation,
cytologic examination and histopathological findings in colorectal
carcinoma.
Factor All
patient
s
IF
negativ
e
IF
positiv
e
P
valu
e
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No of patients 48 40
(83.3%)
8
(16.7%)
Age (years)
- mean ±  SD 69.5 ±
12.3
Gender
- Male
- Female
22
26
Histology
(differentiated/undifferentiate
d)
- G1
- G2
- G3
- G4
1
28
16
3
1
21
15
3
0
7
1
0
0.13
*
Depth of invasion
- T1
- T2
- T3
- T4
1
6
27
14
1
5
22
12
0
1
5
2
1*
Stage at primary diagnosis
- I
- II
- III
- IV
6
24
14
4
5
20
14
4
1
4
3
0
0.63
*
Cytologic examination
- negative
- positive
48
0
40
0
8
0
-
Colorectal Carcinoma
Global positivity rate for cytology, IF and qRT-PCR for FPTCs was
respectively 0%, 17% and 42%. Cytology was negative in all patients,
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including one patient with peritoneal carcinomatosis; this same
patient resulted positive for both CEA and CK20 at the qRT-PCR, but
negative at IF. As shown in Table 5, IF was found positive in similar
proportions in T2 (1/6 cases, 17%), T3 (5/27 cases, 19%) and T4
patients (2/14 cases, 14%). On the contrary of gastric carcinoma
cases, posititive IF was not related to grading, depth of invasion and
stage as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Correlation between qRT-PCR analysis,
immunofluorescence evaluation and histopathological findings in
colorectal carcinoma.
Factor All
patient
s
qRT-
PCR
negativ
e
qRT-
PCR
positiv
e
P
value
No of patients 48 28
(58.3%)
20
(41.7%)
Age (years)
- mean ±  SD 69.5 ±
12.3
Gender
- Male
- Female
22
26
Histology
(differentiated/undifferentiate
d)
- G1
- G2
1
28
16
1
16
10
0
12
6
0.57*
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- G3
- G4
3 1 2
Depth of invasion
- T1
- T2
- T3
- T4
1
6
27
14
1
4
17
6
0
2
10
8
0.15*
Stage at primary diagnosis
- I
- II
- III
- IV
6
25
13
4
4
14
8
2
2
11
5
2
0.78*
Immunofluorescence
evaluation
- negative
- positive
40
8
27
1
13
7
0.006
^
In Table 6 are summarized the results for qRT-PCR: as well as the IF,
no correlation was found between qRT-PCR and grading, depth of
invasion and stage. Of the 8 patients who resulted positive to the IF,
7 of them were positive to qRT-PCR too, indicating a strong
correlation between IF and PCR in colorectal carcinoma (p=0.006).
Table 6.Multivariate Cox population hazards analysis for the gastric
cancer patients.
Progression-free survival Overall survival
P-
value
HR (95% CI) P-
value
HR (95% CI)
Depth of
invasion
T1-T3
T4
0.13 1
5.81 (0.56-59.7)
0.65 1
1.41 (0.31-6.29)
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Histology
G1-G2
G3-G4
0.28 1
0.15 (0.01-4.7)
0.14 1
0.04 (0.01-2.87)
Stage at
primary
diagnosis
I-II
III-IV
0.058 1
9.08 (0.92-89.5)
0.03 1
11.9 (1.20-
118.1)
IF evaluation
negative
positive 1 1
1 (0.20-4.95)
0.30 1
2.49 (0.43-14.2)
qRT-PCR
analysis
negative
positive
0.05 1
18.5 (0.70-490.4)
0.05 1
31.3 (0.65-
1494.7)
As shown in Figure 7, there was a higher positivity for CEA (42%)
respect to CK20 (10%). In addition, all patients positive for CK20 were
also positive for CEA.
Figure 7. Expression levels of CEA and CK20 mRNA in control subjects
and colorectal cancer patients. The cutoff values of CEA/GAPDH and
CK20/GAPDH was 0.66. The open circles show the alive patients. The
gray closed circles show patients who relapse. The black closed
circles show patients who died by tumor-relates causes.
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The analysis of survival was conducted on disease free survival only,
due to the few tumor-related deaths occurred during the follow-up.
Figured 8 and 9 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival curves for colorectal
carcinoma patients: at Log-rank test worse prognosis was
significantly associated to positive qRT-PCR (p=0.018) but not to IF
(p=0.88).
Figure 8. Time to recurrence rates by IF positivity in colorectal cancer
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Figure 9. Time to recurrence rates by qRT PCR positivity in colorectal
cancer
The multivariate Cox population analysis shows how qRT-PCR was
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found to be the only independent risk factor for relapse, with a
hazard ratio of 6,95 (p<0.05; table 7).
Table 7.Multivariate Cox population hazards analysis for the
colorectal cancer patients.
Progression-free survival
P-
value
HR (95% CI)
Depth of invasion
T1-T3
T4
0.09 1
4.84 (0.76-30.6)
Histology
G1-G2
G3-G4
0.31 1
0.41 (0.07-2.32)
Stage at primary
diagnosis
I-II
III-IV
0.17 1
3.23 (0.59-17.7)
IF evaluation
negative
positive 0.90 1
1.09 (0.18-6.46)
qRT-PCR analysis
negative
positive
0.05 1
6.95 (0.78-61.4)
Controls
All samples of peritoneal lavage from the control group resulted
negative for cytology, IF and real time qRT-PCR.
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DISCUSSION
Peritoneal cytology has been introduced by many institutions as
prognostic marker in both gastric and colorectal cancer. In gastric
cancer its importance has been increasing during the last years and it
has been proposed to use percutaneous or laparoscopic peritoneal
lavage in the preoperative staging of patients (21). Actually in some
cases positive peritoneal cytology from patients with gastric cancer is
being used as indication for neoadjuvant chemotherapy or as
absolute contraindication to surgery. It has been clearly assessed
from many studies its value as negative prognostic marker: although
positivity for peritoneal cytology increases with the stage of the
disease, it has been found from different studies how its prognostic
significance is independent. In fact, analyzing patients from the same
stage of disease, those with positive peritoneal cytology had worse
prognosis. The 7th TNM edition (Sobin LH, Gospodarowicz MK,
Wittekind C. International Union Against Cancer (UICC) TNM
classification of malignant tumours, 7th edition. New York: Wiley-
Liss; 2010) has given great importance to peritoneal cytology,
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including in the M1 group those patients with positive washings even
in absence of visible peritoneal implants.
In colorectal cancer the use of peritoneal cytology is less used and
standardized than in gastric cancer, probably for the minor incidence
of peritoneal carcinomatosis in this type of neoplasm. Most studies
on patients affected with colorectal cancer show that the detection
of single cancer cells in peritoneal cavity has prognostic relevance
(22-23), but in other cases results were different (24).
The primary problems with conventional peritoneal cytology are the
lack of sensitivity (positivity of 14-21% in gastric cancer and 0-11% in
colorectal cancer) and the high operator-dependent feature of this
test. In fact most of patients with positive peritoneal lavage develop
peritoneal carcinomatosis, but it is even developed by many of the
patients with negative peritoneal washing. Since the knowledge
about the presence of isolated tumor cells in the peritoneal cavity
has been growing in importance for the treatment strategy in both
gastric and colorectal cancer, clinicians need new and more sensitive
and specific techniques to retrieve these new prognostic factors. The
simplest technique that gives little advantage on the results of
traditional cytopathology is to integrate it with immunocytochemical
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methods, using monoclonal antibodies directed to gastric cancer-
associated antigens (10).
Kodera et al. (16) proposed the use of real time qRT-PCR for the
detection of free peritoneal tumor cells from patients affected with
gastric cancer: a greater sensitivity of real time qRT-PCR was reported
in comparison with cytology: all patients who presented peritoneal
carcinomatosis during the follow up period were positive at time of
surgery for real time qRT-PCR on peritoneal washes and omentum
while only about 30% of them were positive even for conventional
cytology.
After 1998 some more Authors, mostly Japanese, reported about the
use of real time qRT-PCR for the detection of isolated peritoneal
tumor cells from gastric cancer patients and all of them concluded
confirming how real time qRT-PCR is a more specific and sensitive
technique than cytopathology and that it was found to be as
independent prognostic marker. Similar studies about colorectal
cancer are also present in the literature, but less frequently. In their
study Guller et al. (25) report  that, on a total of 39 colorectal cancer
patients, 10 of them resulted positive for the RT-PCR (CEA and CK20)
at the peritoneal lavage. During the follow up period 8 of them had
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recurrence and positive peritoneal real time qRT-PCR was found to
be an independent prognostic factor.
Hara et al. (26) published the first and only study comparing the
results of RT-PCR on peritoneal lavage in gastric and colorectal cancer
patients. They found that prognosis in positive RT-PCR patients was
worse in both colorectal and gastric cancer; they also found that,
among real time qRT-PCR positive cases, peritoneal carcinomatosis
was significantly more frequent in gastric cancer patients but not in
colorectal patients. They concluded stating that colorectal carcinoma
cells must have some biological characteristics that make them with a
low-peritoneal metastatic potential.
Some criticism have been moved to this molecular technique, since
some Authors believe that the expression of some genes used for the
identification of tumor cells may be present in inflammatory cells as
well,  resulting real time qRT-PCR in a high sensitivity and low
specificity test (19).
Some problems about the optimization of the molecular techniques
still have to be debated: for example, the possibility of high rate of
false positive diagnosis at RT-PCR. This can be due to an illegitimate
expression of marker genes in noncancerous cells (27) or to a too
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high sensitivity of the technique that can even detect mRNA markers
from a very small, clinically insignificant, number of cells.
Nevertheless in some Japanese Institutions real time qRT-PCR is
already used in the clinical practice: patients with negative cytology
and positive real time qRT-PCR at preoperative staging laparoscopy
are treated with a short-term intraperitoneal chemotherapy (28).
To our knowledge nothing is reported about the use of IF for the
detection of free peritoneal cancer cells in enriched samples of
peritoneal lavages. Our study combined for the first time the use of
real time qRT-PCR with IF and immunomagnetic enrichment of
epithelial cells to detect free peritoneal tumor cells in gastric and
colorectal cancer. For each technique we used two different markers:
CEA and CK20 for the qRT-PCR and CEA and EpCAM for IF. Our results
confirmed the low sensitivity of the traditional cytology: in fact, it
was positive only in four cases of gastric cancer with associated
massive peritoneal carcinomatosis and in none of colorectal cancers.
All cytological positive samples resulted positive also for IF and real
time qRT-PCR. On the contrary, no false positive were found at the
qRT-PCR or IF examination in the group of patients with non-
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malignant diseases, further demonstrating the validity of our
procedure.
In comparison with cytology, both IF and real time qRT-PCR showed
higher positivity rates, being 15% and 78% for gastric cancer patients
and 17% and 42% for colorectal cancer patients respectively. Among
the gastric cancer patients, IF was positive not only in the 3 of them
with massive carcinomatosis, but also in 1 case with minor extent of
peritoneal dissemination. Interestingly, in colorectal cancer patients
we found positivity even in early stages of disease.
The positivity rate for qRT-PCR in gastric cancer patients was
impressive, comprising more than 3/4 of the patients, distributed in
all T1-T4 stages of disease. In contrast, in colorectal cancer patients
the qRT-PCR positivity was found in less than half of patients, most of
them with T3-T4 disease. All patients positive at IF were also positive
at qRT-PCR, except for one colon cancer and one gastric cancer
patients.
Our data showed how positive IF resulted to be significantly
associated to grading, depth of invasion, stage of disease and
cytology in gastric cancer. On the opposite for colorectal cancer IF
was note related to any of the examined clinicopathological factors.
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In the survival study positive IF was associated to worse overall and
disease free survival in gastric patients at the univariate analysis; at
the multivariate analysis IF was not found to be an independent
prognostic factor in gastric cancer patients. In colorectal cancer cases
IF was not a statistically significant prognostic factor in both
univariate and multivariate analysis.
RT-PCR positivity was associated to higher grading in gastric cancer
and only to positive IF in colorectal cancer. In both gastric and
colorectal cancer RT-PCR was found to be one of the strongest
independent prognostic factors.
From these data we can notice that IF seems to be associated to the
most common clinicopathological factors in GC, but it has no
prognostic value in both gastric and colorectal cancer patients. On
the other hand RT-PCR is not frequently associated to other
clinicopathological factors but resulted to be independently relevant
for the prognosis in both gastric and colorectal cancer.
In conclusion, we believe that the combination of conventional real
time qRT-PCR with immunoenrichment and IF, which permit
morphological assessment and unequivocal identification of the
FPTCs as well as validation of the molecular analysis, could be an
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useful and more powerful procedure for the detection of free
peritoneal tumor cells. More studies on these cells are requested to
understand their prognostic power and any other possible clinical
application. Since the treatment of cancer is going toward the
personalized therapy, as well as for the circulating tumor cells, in the
future the characterization of peritoneal tumor cells may be
interrogated to guide molecularly targeted therapies, assess
treatment effect and detect development of drug resistance.
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